
Klober’s Pipe and Cable Sealing Collars are the ideal solutions 
for creating airtight and windtight seals around pipes and cables 
which pass through the roof.

Product features & benefits
 � For use both inside and outside
 � Easy to install 

Pipe sealing collar:
 � Use with Klober sealing tape to create wind and airtight seals 

between the underlay/VCL for pipes which penetrate the roof
 � Suitable for areas with adverse weather conditions. High 

quality EPDM collar is highly durable for use inside where 
heat builds up and outside in very cold conditions

 � UV stable
 � Flexible material allows pipes from 100mm to 125mm  

diameter + to pass through the roof
 � Suits nearly all roof pitches due to the highly flexible ridges in 

the collar
 � Suitable for both rigid & flexipipes

Sealing collar:
 � Available in various diameter for different size cables -  

8-12mm, 15-22mm, 25-32mm, 42-55mm & 50-70mm
 � Creates airtight seal around cables passing through the roof

Area of application
Pipe sealing collar suitable for:
 � Roof pitches between 10 - 70°
 � Inside & outside
 � Cable Sealing collar perfect for solution for cables from  

Antennae, Neon signs, Satellite dish, Air-conditioning,  
PV Solar panels, etc.

 � Sealing to any underlay/vapour control layer

Material
Pipe sealing collar: EPDM
Sealing collar:  with silicon release paper & EPDM Collar

Dimensions
Pipe sealing collar: 310mm long x 235mm wide x 115mm high
 Inside diameter: 95mm
Sealing Collar:  228 x 228 x 60mm

Packaging
Pipe sealing collar: 20 pieces per carton / 48 cartons per pallet
Sealing Collars:    2 per carton, 126 per pallet

Product codes:
Pipe sealing collar: KU 8001
Sealing Collars: 8-12mm   KE8092  42-55mm  KE8090
 15-22mm  KE8093  50-70mm  KE8091
 25-32mm  KE8094

Related products
 � Permo® underlays
 � Wallint® air barriers & vapour control layers
 � Adhesive tapes
 � Flexipipes
 � Solar PV Cable Outlet
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Installation Pipe Sealing Collar
1.  Cut hole in underlay/vapour control layer according to diameter  
 of pipe
2.  Place sealing collar in position
3.  Tape the bottom edge of the flange to the underlay/vcl using  
 Klober tape
4.  Tape both sides of flange, overlapping them with tape along the  
 bottom edge
5.  Tape top edge so that it overlaps both side tapes
6.  Push pipe through collar into place

1.  Peel off the protective backing paper section shown in  
 diagram 1
2.  Place the collar over the pipe
3.  Press and stick on to the material
4.  Peel back the second section of the backing paper  
 and apply
5.  To ensure good adhesion, press firmly all around

Installation Sealing Collar




